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Abstract: Since their discovery over a decade ago, the class of prokaryotic immune systems
known as CRISPR–Cas have afforded a suite of genetic tools that have revolutionized research
in model organisms spanning all domains of life. CRISPR-mediated tools have also emerged for
the natural targets of CRISPR–Cas immunity, the viruses that specifically infect bacteria, or phages.
Despite their status as the most abundant biological entities on the planet, the majority of phage
genes have unassigned functions. This reality underscores the need for robust genetic tools to
study them. Recent reports have demonstrated that CRISPR–Cas systems, specifically the three
major types (I, II, and III), can be harnessed to genetically engineer phages that infect diverse hosts.
Here, the mechanisms of each of these systems, specific strategies used, and phage editing efficacies
will be reviewed. Due to the relatively wide distribution of CRISPR–Cas systems across bacteria and
archaea, it is anticipated that these immune systems will provide generally applicable tools that will
advance the mechanistic understanding of prokaryotic viruses and accelerate the development of
novel technologies based on these ubiquitous organisms.
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1. Introduction

Bacteriophages, or phages for short, are viruses that infect bacteria. Phages are vast in number,
genetically diverse, and due to their high proportion of genes with unknown functions, have been
aptly described as the “dark matter” of the biological universe [1]. With an estimated 1031 phage
particles in the biosphere, they outnumber their bacterial hosts by a factor of 10 [2,3]. Phages play
integral roles in the ecosystems within and around us as key drivers of bacterial evolution and major
conduits of gene exchange [4–9]. A recent study showed that in addition to marine and terrestrial
ecosystems, phages are also abundant in the atmosphere, traveling across continents on dust particles
and debris, raining back down onto distant environments [10]. In a sense, phages are akin to a portal
through which a vast reservoir of genetic material can gain transit through space and time. With as
few as ten genes, a phage can build its structural proteins and execute a genetic program that leads to
its own replication [11]; however, at the time of writing, the ~2200 complete phage genomes in the
NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information) database encode an average of about 102 genes
(Table S1). This observation begs the question—what are all the other genes doing?

Historically, a basic understanding of phage biology has been gleaned from research into a handful
of phages that infect Escherichia coli [12–14]. Beyond providing fundamental insights into phage–host
dynamics, early research using these model organisms has helped to establish the central dogma of
molecular biology. Notable milestones include the revelation that heritable information is encoded
in DNA, not proteins [15]; the discovery of the role of mRNA in protein synthesis [16]; and the first
observation that mRNA is read three nucleotides at a time [17]. Along the way, phage research has
also provided a plethora of tools, such as T4 DNA ligase and diverse restriction enzymes, which have
since become vital staples in any laboratory that endeavors to employ molecular cloning techniques.
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Presently, in the wake of the recent characterization of a yoghurt bacterium’s anti-phage immune
system, composed of a CRISPR (clustered regularly-interspaced short palindromic repeats) locus and
Cas (CRISPR-associated) proteins [18], what began as basic phage research has led to the development
of a suite of genetic tools that continue to revolutionize genetics and biomedical research [19]. With the
advent of CRISPR–Cas genome editing technologies, research into the complex relationship between
phages and their bacterial hosts has now come full-circle to provide the very tools by which a much
deeper understanding of phage genetics is now possible.

2. Phage Genomes Abound with Genes of Unknown Function

Although the existence of phages has been known for over a century [20,21], functions for the
majority of their genes remain uncharacterized. Even in one of the earliest molecular genetic models,
E. coli phage T4 [22], 128 out of its 278 gene products (46%) remain annotated as “hypothetical
protein” (GenBank accession NC_000866.4). The fraction of hypothetical genes is even higher when
examining large phage collections: in a recent study, which offered an unprecedented look into the
genomes of 627 bacteriophages from distal geographical locations that infect a single host, 75% of the
collective phage genes could not be given functional assignments [23]. Indeed, the preponderance
of hypothetical genes is also apparent in the complete phage genomes listed in the NCBI database
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/GenomesGroup.cgi). According to our own analysis,
the annotation “hypothetical” was given to approximately 63% of all gene products (Table S1). It is
important to note that this number may be a conservative estimate, as a great many of the genomes do
not contain functional predictions in their database entries. In view of the fact that next-generation
sequencing technologies have made high-throughput phage sequencing more broadly-accessible
with record turnaround times [24,25], it is anticipated that the number of complete phage genome
sequences will grow at an accelerated pace, along with the number of unique hypothetical proteins
within these collections.

The problem of accurate characterization of the ever-increasing number of hypothetical proteins
represents a serious bottleneck in phage research, owing, in part, to the lack of robust and generally
applicable tools to study them. Temperate phages, which integrate into the host chromosome and
remain dormant for generations, can feasibly be accessed and engineered using the same strategies
developed for the bacterial host. However, lytic phages, which infect and kill their host within minutes
to hours, remain intractable by most existing genetic engineering techniques [26]. Classical strategies
that rely solely on homologous recombination between the phage genome and a donor DNA construct
require time-consuming screening efforts to recover the desired mutant, due to low recombination
rates and lack of selectable markers [27,28]. Alternatively, strategies that involve the transformation
of bacterial hosts with synthetic phage genomes [29–31] are unsuitable for use in host bacteria
that exhibit low/no competence. A recent study showed that this issue can be overcome in some
Gram-positive organisms using cell wall-deficient hosts [32]; however, the general applicability of
this approach remains unknown. Against the backdrop of all these techniques, distinct CRISPR–Cas
systems in diverse bacteria have recently been used with great success to assist in phage genome
engineering [28,33–37]. According to the CRISPRs web server, an online service that detects and lists
the presence of CRISPR systems in sequenced prokaryotes [38], about 45% of bacteria and 87% of
archaea are predicted to harbor one or more CRISPR–Cas systems. Therefore, the natural abundance
of CRISPR–Cas systems in a broad range of hosts creates a unique opportunity to harness them as
genetic tools to engineer the viruses that infect them.

3. Harnessing CRISPR–Cas for Phage Genome Engineering

CRISPR–Cas systems are a class of adaptive immune systems that use small CRISPR RNAs
(crRNAs) and Cas nucleases to detect and destroy foreign nucleic acids [18,39–41]. In general,
CRISPR–Cas immunity occurs in three steps: (i) adaptation; (ii) crRNA biogenesis; and (iii) interference
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(Figure 1A). During adaptation, short (30–40 nucleotide) invader-derived sequences called “spacers”
are captured and integrated into CRISPR loci in between partially palindromic DNA repeats of
similar length. During crRNA biogenesis, the repeat–spacer array is transcribed into a long precursor
crRNA, which is further processed to liberate mature crRNAs that each specifies a single target.
During interference, crRNAs combine with one or more Cas proteins to form an effector complex,
which recognizes and degrades nucleic acids (called “protospacers”) that are complementary to the
crRNA. crRNA biogenesis and interference together constitute the defense phase of CRISPR–Cas
immunity. Although all known CRISPR–Cas systems adhere to this general pathway, they exhibit
striking phylogenetic and mechanistic diversity. The current classification scheme places these
systems into two broad classes, six distinct Types (I–VI), and dozens of subtypes based upon cas
gene composition and differences in detailed mechanisms [42,43]. According to this scheme, Class 1
systems (Types I, III, and IV) encode multisubunit effector complexes, while Class 2 systems (Types II,
V, and VI) rely upon a single subunit to destroy nucleic acid invaders.
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Figure 1. The CRISPR–Cas pathway and its application to phage genome editing. (A) The general
three-step mechanism of CRISPR–Cas immunity consists of (1) adaptation; (2) crRNA biogenesis;
and (3) interference. The latter two steps constitute CRISPR defense. Within the CRISPR locus,
DNA repeats (black rectangles), spacers (colored rectangles), and cas genes (grey arrow) are shown.
(B) The approach to using CRISPR defense for phage editing, wherein defense is used as a
counter-selection mechanism to enrich for recombinant phages that have acquired mutations in the
desired gene(s) from a donor DNA construct.

Recent reports have shown that diverse CRISPR–Cas systems (Types I, II, and III) can be used
as powerful tools to facilitate phage genome engineering [28,33–37]. In these studies, representative
members of all three families of tailed phages (Myoviridae, Siphoviridae, and Podoviridae) were
successfully edited by applying variations of the same basic approach, in which CRISPR–Cas defense is
used as a mechanism to counterselect for phages that have recombined with a “donor DNA” construct
supplied in trans (Figure 1B). The donor DNA contains a segment of the phage genome that bears
the desired mutations within the protospacer region flanked by sequences homologous to the phage
genome on both sides. Phages that recombine with the construct and acquire the mutations can,
thus, escape CRISPR immunity and complete their replication cycle. Although recombination rates
may be very low, immunity against wild-type phages effectively enriches for the rare recombinants.
The CRISPR–Cas systems used in this approach and phage editing efficiencies are summarized in
Table 1. The detailed defense mechanisms of each CRISPR–Cas type, specific strategies used, and phage
editing outcomes are described in the sections below.
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Table 1. Summary of CRISPR–Cas systems used to edit phages and corresponding efficiencies a.

CRISPR Type Host Organism Phages Edited b Mutations Introduced
Editing Efficiency c

(# Desired Mutants/Total
# Phages Screened)

Ref.

I-E E. coli T7 (P) two single gene deletions 38% (17/44) and 42% (15/36) [33]

I-E V. cholerae ICP1_2011_A (M)
33 nt deletion

deletion of two genes
gene exchange

100% (8/8)
58% (7/12)
50% (4/8)

[34]

II-A S. thermophilus 2972 (S)

point mutation
2 nt deletion

single gene deletion
gene exchange

100% (10/10)
80% (8/10)

100% (10/10)
ND d

[28]

II-A L. lactis p2 (S)
single gene deletion

point mutation
18 nt insertion

ND
ND
ND

[35]

II-A E. coli T4 (M) point mutations
single gene deletion

100% (20/20)
100% (5/5) [37]

III-A S. epidermidis
S. aureus

Andhra (P)
ISP (M)

silent mutations in
multiple genetic loci 100% (20/20) at all loci tested [36]

a Data is shown only in cases where a donor DNA construct was used in conjunction with CRISPR–Cas immunity
to introduce specific edits. b (P), (S), and (M) refer to phage families Podoviridae, Siphoviridae, and Myoviridae,
respectively. c Editing efficiency refers to the fraction of phages selected that had acquired the desired mutations as
determined by PCR, restriction digest, and/or DNA sequencing; d ND, not determined.

3.1. Type I CRISPR–Cas Systems (CRISPR–Cas3)

The best-characterized example of a Type I CRISPR–Cas system is the model Type I-E system
found in E. coli (Figure 2A) [41,44–48]. In this system, crRNA biogenesis relies upon the activity of the
endoribonuclease Cas6 (also called CasE or Cas6e), which recognizes and cuts the precursor crRNA
within each repeat. Cas6 and the crRNA are joined by the large type-specific subunit Cas8 (also called
CasA or Cse1), two copies of a small subtype-specific subunit (CasB or Cse2 in E. coli), six copies of Cas7
(also called CasC), and Cas5 (also called CasD). The resulting ribonucleoprotein complex, known as
Cascade (CRISPR-associated complex for antiviral defense), is capable of detecting invading nucleic
acids that harbor base pair complementarity with the crRNA. An additional sequence requirement for
interference is the presence of a two- to six- nucleotide protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) located on
the non-complementary DNA strand [49,50]. Once detected by Cascade, the DNA target is cleaved by
an additional protein, the helicase-nuclease Cas3 [41,44,45]. As one important consideration for phage
engineering, Type I systems do not constitute an impenetrable barrier to phage infection, as phages
that randomly acquire point mutations within the PAM or the first 6–8 nucleotides in the protospacer
(called the “seed”) [51,52] can escape CRISPR interference altogether. These natural phage “escapers”
can proliferate and obscure the desired recombinants; however, they present only a minor impediment
to the recovery of desired mutants according to two recent reports that demonstrate the utility of Type
I-E systems in editing phages that infect E. coli and Vibrio cholerae [33,34].

In E. coli, non-essential genes were deleted from the lytic Podoviridae phage T7 using a two-step
approach [33]. In the first step, phages were propagated on a strain harboring a plasmid containing
the donor DNA, which consisted of 120 nucleotides of phage-derived sequence flanking the gene to
be deleted. Following propagation on this strain, phage progeny consisted of a mixture of wild-type
(the vast majority) and those that had recombined with the plasmid, and thus, had lost the gene of
interest. In the second step, the rare phage recombinants were enriched by plating the mixture of
phages on a “targeting strain” bearing three plasmids that encode cascade, cas3, and spacer sequences
complementary to the gene of interest. As expected, the phages recovered following the second step
consisted of a mixture of at least two types of mutants: (i) phages that naturally escaped CRISPR
interference through the incorporation of random mutations in the protospacer region, and (ii) phages
that had recombined with the plasmid in the first step, and thus had acquired the desired deletion.
Two genes were deleted independently using this method, and it was found that 38% and 42% of
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recovered phages, respectively, fell into the latter category. For a detailed protocol of this method,
the reader is referred to [53].Viruses 2018, 10, x 5 of 11 
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Figure 2. The three main CRISPR–Cas Types that have been successfully used to edit phages. Shown are
protein and nucleic acid requirements for crRNA biogenesis and interference steps in representative
CRISPR–Cas systems: Type I-E from E. coli (A), Type II-A from S. pyogenes (B), and Type III-A from
S. epidermidis (C). Numbered ovals represent corresponding Cas proteins, and “s” represents one or
more copies of a small subunit specific to each subtype. Black scissors represent cleavage points made
by the overlapping protein subunit, while grey scissors represent cleavage events catalyzed by non-Cas
and/or unknown nucleases. For Type I and II systems, the PAM and seed sequences are represented
by red and orange rectangles, respectively. For Type III systems, the crRNA tag is represented by a
black square, and the opposing anti-tag is shown as a white square. cOA, cyclic oligoadenylates.

Another study used the same underlying principle in a one-step approach to delete and replace
genes in the V. cholerae phage ICP1_2011_A, a lytic phage belonging to the family Myoviridae [34].
Here, a single plasmid containing a targeting spacer and the donor DNA construct with desired
mutations (flanked by ~250 nucleotides of homology on each side) were introduced into a V. cholerae
strain bearing a Type I-E CRISPR–Cas system in its genome. During a single round of phage infection
on this strain, targeting and editing occur simultaneously. Three independent mutations were made
using this system: a small deletion (33 nt) encompassing precisely the protospacer region, a large
in-frame deletion of two adjacent genes (>2500 nucleotides in length), and replacement of the latter two
genes with the gene for green fluorescent protein (>700 nucleotides in length). While the small deletion
was recovered in 100% of the mutant phages tested (8/8), the large deletion and gene replacement
presumably occurred at lower frequencies, with the desired mutation found in ~50% of recovered
phages (7/12 and 4/8, respectively).

3.2. Type II CRISPR–Cas Systems (CRISPR–Cas9)

Falling within the broad category of Class 2 systems, Type II CRISPR–Cas systems use a single
multidomain protein, Cas9, to carry out defense (Figure 2B). Among the most simple of the CRISPR–Cas
systems [54], Type II (also known as CRISPR–Cas9) are, thus far, the most commonly used for genome
editing applications [19]. Type II-A systems originating from Streptococcus pyogenes and Streptococcus
thermophilus have been used to edit phages that infect diverse hosts. In these systems, crRNA biogenesis
relies upon a small trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA), which contains a region complementary to
repeat-derived sequences in the crRNA. Base pairing between the tracrRNA and precursor crRNA
facilitates the cleavage of both RNAs by the host-encoded nuclease RNase III [55], an event that
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defines the 3’-end of the crRNA. A second processing step by an unknown nuclease trims the 5’-end
to generate mature crRNAs. While bound to both processed small RNAs, Cas9 can sense and cleave
double-stranded DNA targets using its two independent active sites [55,56]. Similarly to Type I, Type II
CRISPR–Cas systems require the presence of a PAM [49,57] and perfect complementarity between the
crRNA and protospacer in a seed region [58] to license interference.

Although phage escape mutants that have randomly acquired point mutations in the PAM or
seed may obscure phage recombinants when specific edits are desired, escapers containing deletions
in a specific gene of interest can be enriched by targeting the gene in the absence of a donor DNA.
Just such an approach was used to identify nonessential genes in the lytic Siphoviridae phage 2972 [28].
In this study, four different S. thermophilus isolates, each bearing a Type II-A CRISPR–Cas system with
a natural spacer targeting one of four phage genes with unknown functions, were used to generate
escape mutants. The expectation is that if a targeted gene is not essential, phage escapers harboring
random deletions or nonsense mutations in the gene could be readily isolated, while the inability to find
such inactivating mutations in natural escapers might indicate the gene is essential for phage survival.
Of the four genes targeted, it was found that three could bear deletions and nonsense mutations,
suggesting the latter are dispensable for phage survival. Although this approach requires tedious
screening efforts to (i) identify a CRISPR locus that already contains the desired spacer and (ii) isolate
escaper phages with the desired mutations, this strategy could be useful in non-model organisms that
are refractory to transformation with foreign DNA. A plasmid-based system was also developed in
S. thermophilus to make precise edits, including point mutations, deletions, and a gene replacement
using a donor DNA construct. Interestingly, natural phage escapers did not appear to outnumber the
desired recombinants, likely owing to high recombination frequencies in this system [28].

CRISPR–Cas9 has also been used in heterologous hosts to engineer lytic phages. In one study,
a plasmid bearing the Type II-A system from S. pyogenes was introduced into Lactococcus lactis
and used in conjunction with a separate plasmid-encoded donor DNA to engineer the lytic
Siphoviridae phage p2 [35]. Interestingly, when programmed with a spacer that targets the phage,
the CRISPR–Cas system on its own provided only modest protection, reducing plaque counts by
1/3–1/2; however, in the presence of the donor DNA, the desired mutants could be recovered with
apparent ease following multiple rounds of phage propagation on the strain containing both the
targeting spacer and the donor DNA. This system was used to introduce deletions, insertions, and point
mutations in several genetic loci. In another study, the same Type II-A system was used to make
similar mutations in the E. coli phage T4 [37], a lytic phage belonging to the family Myoviridae. In
this report, the effect of phage genome modifications was investigated, as phage T4 is known to
harbor glucosyl-hydroxymethylcytosine modifications that are resistant to the activity of restriction
endonucleases [22]. In order to determine the effect of these modifications on CRISPR–Cas9 defense,
spacers targeting 25 genetic loci across the T4 genome were designed, and immunity was tested against
both wild-type T4 and a mutant lacking the modifications. It was found that although wild-type
phages appeared less susceptible to CRISPR–Cas9 interference, this system could still be harnessed to
counterselect for recombinant phages that have acquired mutations in the desired gene(s). Of note,
this study showed that nonsense mutations could be introduced into essential phage genes using
an E. coli amber suppressor strain, which allows readthrough of the stop codon and proliferation of
the phage mutant on this strain. A similar approach using suppressor strains in conjunction with
CRISPR–Cas editing could be feasibly applied in a broad range of hosts to study the functions of
essential phage genes.

3.3. Type III CRISPR–Cas Systems (CRISPR–Cas10)

Type III systems are the most elaborate of the three main CRISPR–Cas types. One of the best
characterized examples is the Type III-A system found in Staphylococcus epidermidis (Figure 2C) [59,60].
Similarly to Type I, crRNA processing in this system relies on the Cas6 endonuclease, which defines
the 5′-ends [61,62]; however, additional cleavage by non-Cas cellular nucleases are required for crRNA
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maturation on their 3′-ends [63]. Mature crRNAs are bound to a multi-subunit effector complex
known as Cas10-Csm, composed of the large type-specific subunit Cas10 (also called Csm1), a small
subtype-specific subunit (Csm2 in S. epidermidis), Cas5 (also called Csm4), and multiple copies of
Cas7 homologs (Csm3 and Csm5) [64]. This complex, in conjunction with Csm6 can recognize and
destroy foreign nucleic acids (both DNA and RNA) in a transcription-dependent manner [64–66].
Within Cas10–Csm, the binding of the crRNA to a complementary RNA transcript triggers interference
through the activity of at least three distinct nucleases: Cas10 cleaves the non-template (coding) DNA
strand, each Csm3 subunit slices RNA within the protospacer region, and Csm6 processively degrades
targeted transcripts [67]. An additional layer of complexity was recently discovered in Type III systems,
in which Cas10 generates cyclic oligoadenylate molecules that bind and stimulate Csm6 [68,69].
Although a PAM has not been detected for Type III systems, the absence of complementarity between
the eight nucleotides on the 5′-end of crRNAs (called the tag) and the opposing region adjacent to the
protospacer (called the anti-tag) is required to license interference [60]. In addition, a defined seed
sequence seems to be altogether absent [70], and the crRNA–protospacer pair can tolerate up to five
mismatches and still carry out interference [71]. One important consideration is that interference in
Type III systems occurs only when the targeted locus is actively transcribed, therefore, these systems
are not suitable for engineering late genes in lysogenic phages, which remain silent during lysogeny.
However, this issue is not expected to pose a problem for the genetic engineering of lytic phages.

The robust immunity against lytic phages exhibited by Type III systems make them particularly
suited to phage engineering applications, as was demonstrated recently in S. epidermidis [36]. In this
study, point mutations in multiple genetic loci were introduced into two lytic phages, Podoviridae phage
Andhra [72] and Myoviridae phage ISP [73], using the chromosome-encoded Type III-A system and a
single plasmid containing the targeting spacer and donor DNA. Spacers targeting multiple genetic
loci across both phage genomes yielded zero phage escapers, suggesting this system would make an
exceptional counterselection mechanism for phage recombinants. Indeed, following propagation
on “editing strains” that contain both the targeting spacer and donor DNA construct, 100% of
phages selected (20/20 for each gene edited) had acquired the desired edits. A plasmid bearing
the entire Type III-A system was also shown to work as efficiently when introduced into S. aureus,
a heterologous CRISPR-less host. Additionally, a modified approach was used to introduce mutations
up to ~500 nucleotides distal to the targeted protospacer. Due to the unique targeting requirements
for Type III systems, the development of a bioinformatics tool allowed the identification of potential
protospacers across phage genomes, which were found to be enriched in the phages tested (~12 possible
protospacers per 100 nucleotides of coding sequence).

4. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

It is fortunate that along with the rich treasure chest of phage genetic diversity, nature has
also provided the keys, a suite of anti-phage defense systems, which offer the means to unlock
the secrets of phage genes of unknown functions. CRISPR–Cas systems are widespread in the
prokaryotic world, with some organisms harboring more than one Type [38], thus offering multiple
options. The reports described herein amply demonstrate that CRISPR–Cas systems in diverse
organisms can be harnessed to accelerate phage evolution in a controlled environment in order
to introduce specific, desired mutations. Representative tailed phages from all three families of
the Caudovirales order have been genetically engineered using this approach. As with any genome
editing tool, one potential issue that could arise is the introduction of unintended mutations through
off-target cleavage by CRISPR-associated nucleases. However, such off-target effects can be easily
ruled out by whole phage sequencing once the desired mutants are recovered. As another potential
setback, phages that encode CRISPR–Cas inhibitors, which have been described for Types I and II
systems [74–76], might undermine these efforts. If one such phage is encountered, finding the right
CRISPR–Cas type for the job might be challenging, but not impossible, as CRISPR–Cas systems are
diverse, relatively widespread, and functional in heterologous hosts. Even phages with RNA genomes
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can be feasibly accessed and engineered using CRISPR–Cas systems that target RNA (such as Types
III and VI), and phages that infect archaea are, at least in theory, accessible with the CRISPR–Cas
systems that abound in these organisms (such as Types I and III). It is therefore plausible to envision
that nature’s suite of CRISPR–Cas systems will soon become indispensable tools in phage research that
will significantly advance our basic understanding of phage biology and accelerate the development
of novel technologies based on these pervasive organisms.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4915/10/6/335/s1,
Table S1: Characteristics of complete phage genomes listed in the NCBI database.
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